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.' Summary . _" .,. _ • _ _' .
Al~mi~iurn:-c~n he covered ~lectrolytically with ~"poróus Îayer of
aluminium oxide, and oxidation afterwards in boric acid givês rise.'
to the formation of a crystalline Iayer, The expeziments described
below shów undoubtedly .that this layer only fills up the holes, of
. the amorphous Al:i03~Moreover, there is a èorrèlation between the
,current density in oxalic acid, and the pOTosi~yof the amorphous
layer thus formed. _".. .: ' .
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1. Introduction
.:

..
. By' anodi~ ó:ridation a piece of 'alûminium .can be 'cov'er~d either with an

a~orphous o~~with a' crystalline oxide layer. ' ~'" -~'., .
- " ,,The amorphous layer obta~ed)n a sol~tiQI) o( -oxalic, sulphuric 'or, .
,'. phosphoric acid, has a porous structure, the' pores .having a diameter .

_o,f about 10-5 cm and being n;tainIY,o~iented at right anglesto 'thè ~urf~ce_
, -.9n· which . the layer is depositéd (see electrón: microscope' picture, fig. 1)., :
~ During the pro~ess o{formation thé poroüs.Iayer IS saturated with elec-'",

trolyte~'solution and -offers' only a very slight~resistance to the electric .~-
. current passing thr~ugh it. ','Hence, if ~th~ oxidation js 'carried out; at a'.-
cons!.ant voltage, the current, too, '~ill ,be practically constant, and the _

.'"_layer-(lan be 'made as thick as 'We desire; there is only à slight current ~~
, decrease during the first' few seconds of the oxidation, '-, '" '. : ;

,A crystàlline layer of Al203 can b~' produced by' using an' aquéous
solution ~f a borate 'or boric acid, a suc'cin~te or' a citrate. Thi~ layer has I,r pronounced i~sUlatini properties so that' dur~g.formatiOh at constant: '

c' yoltagé the c~rrent steadily decreas'ès. _Hen~e,there is ~~!imit to the thic~-, ,:;-,
" " ness of ~ crystalline -layer, which' is. determined by, the so-called "spark:. ' "

.potential" which depends on 'the, specific resistance "of the electrolyte :
.solution ~1);for insta~ce, the marimal voltage obtainable ,in u' s~lution of ~ <;

,. _.borate with specific resistance of 40 .Q cm is 'about 400 volts giving' a". .
maximal thicIilie~s :of 0-44- fL. '. ' '~"; ..: " . /, ,:.

, N'~,~-it has ,b~en observed by"Van G~el-'and E~-mens 2) th~t an' "
, insulating crystalliné layer can be formedon an aluminium surface that has

' .. 'pr'eviously been coated with an' amorphous layer: They held th~ vi~w!ha,t
the crystalline layer is in this case formed underneath the amorphous layer.

Recent experiments, however, have led us' to the conclusion that this
~snot correct; the formation of,a crystalline 1.~Yeris taking place in the
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pores of the amorphous layer present. These experiments will be des-
cribed in the present paper.

S0795

Fig. 1. Electron-microscope micrograph of a porous layer of I'S [L thickness with the elec-
tron beam (250 kV) perpendicular to the surface (4200 X).

2. Experimental results

A) An aluminium plate (purity 99-99%) with an area of 440 cm2 was
anodically coated with a crystalline layer in boric acid at a constant
current of 200 mA. Both the voltage Vand the capacity C were measured
during the process of formation; we give some of the results here:

Time (min) I
dVjdt = 12-2 volts min">,
d(C-l)jdt = 0-54.10-8 cm-Iroin-I•

(see fig. 2 and fig. 3, curves I)Voltage
(volts)

o
5

15
30

10
70

210
375

1-00!
2-62 X 10-8
S-5
16'2
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The increase-of weight -after 30 :minutes of ~xidation: appeared to be
- '28'75 mg; 1 ampvhour giving 298'4 mg of oxygen;the calculated current; . - ,> •

.efficiency becomes9<i%.This was in: agreement with the. fa~t that no gas , .
development at th~ anode could be observed. During the formation of the
-oxidelayer both Vand llC vary linearly with time, as expected. -Thecapa--
city at t = 0 is-due to the oxidation of aluminium.by air; arid the thickness
of this air layer'is of the órder ofl mIL, " , """
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Fig. 2. Voltage as a function' of time for
an Al plate of 440 cm2 during ariodical
oxidation Ïn,boric acid with 200 mA; curve,
I without an amorphous layer (A), curve
11 with an amorphous layer' of 3',5 !1. (B).

Fig. 3,-IÎCin cm-1 as afunction of time
for an Al plate of 440 CIh2 during anodical
oxidation in boric acid with 200 mA; 'curve •
I without an amorphous layer (A), curve
11 With an amorphous layer of 3'5 !1. (B).

,By a '~ell-kno~ io;~uia, i~e capacity of a 'pláte cónd~nser,isgiven by:

,._ ,

.. ~" .
'where e, stands for the dielectric constant. of the -oxide layer, S for the

I • surface area, and d for th~ thickness. Writing~e'for the specificweight we '_"
can e2'press d in the increase of weight, and from this- it follöws that
s e ' 24'4. This is, in -very' good agreement with the numerical values
'_givenby; Burgers, Gla as sen and Zerilike ~), i.e. e = 8 and e = 3:1.'
, B) The same experiment was carried outwithan aluminium plate (area' '
440 cm2) covered with an amorphous layer' by oxydation in oxalic' acid I .

at 4A during '10 minutes, the -thiekness of the amorphous layer then
. being about 3'5 IL.'Beforethe secondoxidation in boric acid, the plate was

~.... • eS
C = -.-,. 4nd

.'\ '
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d Vj dt .= 50 volts min-1
d(C'"l)jdt = 2·04.10~8 cm-1min-1 ..
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'heated at 450 oe during 15 minutes, to remove resid~als of oxali~ acid
ànd water. V ~~d C were again determined as à function of time, the cur-

'rent heing k~pt at, a constantvalue of 200 mA. Results followbelow (see
fig:2 and fig.3, curves II): ~:', ' "_,
. . .....

- Voltage -Time (min) (volts) lIG (cm-1)

,-' . 0 54 2'24.10-8 ,
6 360 : 14'5 .10-8,

. .

'It may he noticed that, as referred to in the introduction, the oxidation
in oxalic acid produces a thin insulatinglayer which is responsible for the

'" '.' ,'zero~capacity ~f 49'7 (1.J". The increase of weight accompanying the 'oxi:
dation in horic acid a'mounted to 6'0 mg, ànd from this it follows that' the ,

: current èffi~encyisjust 100%. çomparü:tg the values of d Vjdtand dj!lt(ljC)'
,',of the curves I and II we see that, due to the presence of thè amorphous layer,

'. .' these quantities are abdut jöur .times as great a~ in the first, experiment, ,',
" Calculating the value of s f2 .for this c~se, on the assumption that/the
crystalline layer is.' formed underneath the amorphous layer,' we find' ,
e f2:= 6'7, andvit is evident-that this assnmptjon is wrong.' Beàring ui

. mind,however, that the amorp:ilOusl~y~r h~s a~ ?pen structure containing /
pores, it is natural to suppo::;e that the much greater velocity of formation,
in ~as~ an amoq,hou~ 'laye'r 'is prc~ent, is duey~ the ,filling-up' of the pores;

. ' then only .a' certain' part of the volume has to he filled up with crystalline
Al2ûa; in order. to produce a layei ~th insulating properties, . ,>;' r-:

. " ., This hypothesis can he 'verifièd in the following way;' ,.'
, In. the _experiinent just described we ~sed an amorphous layer of ähout

_ ~. 3'5 (1., and the oxidation in horic acid to 350 volts gives ~ise to a crystalline. -
- ,'. i . ' , . ,

, , _ layer' ,of ahout 0'35 (1.; hence; according ~~o the hypothesis; only a small '
'. ", '::'.v.fraction "0£0 the amorphous 'Iayer is plIed' up with crystalline AI2Ûa. But... ;
, using, instead, 'an amorphous laye; of; say, 0'2 (1. we may,expect a sudden" "

decrease in the slope of the V(t)-curve during oxidation ip. boric acid,hecause
, at a certain time t-the amorphous layer will he whcllyfilledup, and from .
,this time, on- th~ entire surface area has to he covered with' crystalline

~ 'AI2ûa• .',. ~ ~ , - .: ." -, I :' .:

C) The following experiments' ~erè', carried out to', check C thl~ point '-of
view. Five akminiuin plates 'with areas of Î65 cm2 were covered with an
amorphous layer in ~xaÎiè acid at _a Cl:;.rtent of 200 mA' during -2, ,4, 6, ~

l 8 and 10 minutes, respectivëly, and ih this way each plate was covered
- . , With an amorphous layer of a thickness prçportional to, the ,time of ó"xi~

, dation. The plates were again heatedat 450 oe during 15 minutes and then
anodically oxidized ih horic áéid at à current of 100 mA' to huild up'
,(,: . -

'-
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'As, expected, the slope of the curves are very steep in the 'st~rt' (the"

~ p.~ri~d of filling up i~e holes of t~e amorphous layer], b~t after ~ ~e~ai~,~_
tune a marked decrease of the slope takes .place.' '. ~. ' , ,.' ,'<- ~;

, ; The'two straight po~tions of ~he curves in fig: 4. have heen..extrapolated .
;, ' . u.ntil'-they intersect, and the time corresponding to this, p0Ï?-t of, inter-
'.' 'section'has been::_taken'as-the tirileat whicbthé pores ofthe amorplîous ,',_:'
" ~. layer are completely filled up, with' crystalline material. As shown in. "

·-fig.5, these time intervals are prop~rtional to -the time ~f.oxidation iri·, ~," ,.
ox~lic ~cid,. as we' should expect in vïr'tue of our' hypothesis. .' .. ,< :' .- :' • '

.: ' Fr~;m the two, extreme values of the 'slope in fig. ~ 'one ~ay conclude ,
" t~at ~he volume óft~e pores inth~'a~9rp?-0~~layer amounts to 3~%' ofthe,.,: :'..
" ~ota] volume. This is)n rather good agreement 'with the specific, weights, of" .

-e, '. .amorphaue and crystalline A1293' these values being, respectively, 2,'5 and "-.. .~
~:'3·lfromwhichfollo~s'arelativev!>lmheoft.hepores.of.abou(25%::~": '.~ "
, Thé same result is obtained by .noticing that in' fig. ,5 the slope is jl}st~, ' •\

: :0'5, and, hearing in ,~ind that t:h~~cur~ent ill oxalic acid was,200 mA ~nd in' "'.."
horic 'acid lOOcÏnA,. we-seethata porouslayer formedby x ar.p_p. 'minutes ~ ',~
is just fil!e4- up h.. bo~ic acid 'by ~/4 x amp. mi~ute~; ~his leads to 25% for '
'the' relative pore volume., " '~. ';"'. . .. ' , • -\... -..... "..... ". .
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a -crystalline layer; V ~nd C rwere determined 'às_a' fun~tion 'of tÏIÎ1~;'m- '
fig. 4 the resulte for V have been reproduced, those for llC being of ~he
, same shap_e., ' . • ' " -
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~ Time of oxydation in boric acid .
~ .50074

:'Fig. 4. Voltage as a function o(tim~-for Al plates of 165 cm2 coveted with layers ~f amor-
phous A40s with different thicknesses during anodical oxidatión in. boric acid at'
100 mA. {C).,. '. ' , " '. _, '
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3. The rate of_change ofvoltage as a measure ofthe porosity ofthe amorph?us

.layer

Let ~s now compare the rate of change of the voltage during oxidation
ID boric acid in the various experiments described above. The rate of,
change in the voltage will, of course, he proportional to the curr~nt den-
sity.vso that to 'rènder our data m.utually comparable we should divide
d V/dt by the current density i. It will be easily verified that we then have

,dV/dt .' V min " '
experim.ent A: -- = 26'4 , '

.i , mAcm-2

dV/dt - Vmin-l
second stage of experiment C: -, -i-.= '25'6 mA cin:-2e ,

'in'satisfactoryagreement, since in both cases the entire'surf.~ce~area ~as
,being coated with a crystallineIayer.' '

., '••) I , '-. ,. ", ,/

"

V
/

, ,/4 /
V

iJ / ,

V
V

,/ , .-

1/
'1/

"

o 2 4 6 8, ~- W
. ~ time of oxyda!ion in oxalic acid

~ " . ~067S

~
dt

't
,-}'(I

6v ./

Su 7

4,.0 fA 2A JA,
, - current in oxalic acid

, $0676
- '- d.

" -, Fig: 5. The 'time necessary for filling up Fig. 6: The velocity of oxidation for 100
'. the llmorphous layer át 100.IPÄ as a -" mA in boric acid as a function of the
furietien of the'time of oxidation in oxalic - oxidation current in ~xalic acId for- Al I

, ;cid at' 200 mA,' i.e. as a ~ction of the . . . plates of 165 cm2•

.thickness of the amo~phous layer.

On 'the other hand we have
, . , )-

in experiment B:

.:

dV/dt . . Vmin-l
--. = 110 ," 'A --2 /L, m ,cm.

!,'" ," ,',' " ','. 'dV/dt Vmin-l
• v -and in the initial stage of experiment C: ,--.- __:_'83 ..

, " ., L • ·mAcm-2• ",
"'. '

'Ó, '

In these two instances the crystalline matter was being formed ill the pores
•. of an amorphous layer. The increased rate of change of voltage must then

he 'due to a current density- in th~ pores.higher 'than the current density.
" .' _-'. . -

"

'/ . . '.
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',' calculated from the, apparent surface area, If so,-our d~ta lead to the con- ,
elusion that the porosity of the amorphous layer was of the order of 25
to 30%. 'I'his iain keeping with ,density observations, the specific weight

'.. ;Ofan amorphous and a crystalline layer being 2'5 and S'L respectively.
I' The abóve compacison between experiment B'and the initial stage 'of,

. .experimerrt C also suggest a' difference in th~ degree of porosity in these '
. , . . I ,

two cases: This may be a consequence of different current densities used .
" in thé'forma~ion of the amorphous layer, 9'1 mA/è~2 'and 1'2 mA}cm~ -:.

• ., • '. c_ _ _ \ ..- • ..

-'. . '.' . " . . . dV/de
respectively. This' has led 'us to investigate the rate of change -'-. -,-. '
• , _' ,..'. Ó, Ó: I ' . :',' , .' ' z, '-. \

as a function of the current density, used in forming the amorphous layer", »Ó, .;

':' "" ~ .... " ,- ~ - - -
with the results tabulated below andplotfedin jîg. 6.... . '_ , .

..;. .' - ..' t ,,"

I

Current density in dV/dt: 'b .. 'd
, oxalic acid ' -i- ID orlC.a~l',
. ,(rr0-/cm2) (Vmin-;-l/mAcm-2)

1'21 76
. 2'22 89 ..' _"'Ir.

~,
_' 3'04 \ 95.5

6'05 104 ,
9'10 106

13'35- 106
\,

There is indeed a marked dependence, a higher current density'in oxalic
acid producing a denser structure- of the amorphous coating, - '. ' ':',.
. .It may finally ~e noted that the capacity' of an aluminium surface tha't
- has wholly b~en oxidized in boric acid is the same as thecapacity of a surface ":' ,

- _. ... _ I' __..~ 1,
that has first been oxidized in oxalic acid and subsequently in boric acidr _' '

, .' This shows that the dielectric constauts of amorphous ~nd crystalline ft.1~03 .
, must he equal, '.' .' .'. .

Eindhoven, .hsne 1947
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